From 13:00   *Arrival/Checkin*
Keys in the reception, Name badges and T-shirts in the main building

19:00-20:00   *Dinner in the restaurant*
Official welcome to the 3rd and last ETF in Tisvildeleje
FRIDAY

8:30-9:30  Breakfast in the restaurant

10:00-11:00  Presentation by Guido Tent in Centersal 2
Title: Magnetic crosstalk in tube amplifiers and how to avoid it - component placement and wiring.

11:15-12:15  Presentation by Claus Mølgaard in Centersal 2
Title: Soldering and materials

12:30-13:00  Shootout preparations in Centersal 2 - Measurements and setup, see separate schedule

13:00-14:00  Lunch in the restaurant

14:00-17:00  Shootout preparations in Centersal 2 - Measurements and setup, see separate schedule

17:30-18:30  Presentation by Paul Wilke in Centersal 2
Title: From small SoundSticks to 18" subwoofers: why thin lightweight plastic is the future for loudspeaker enclosures

19:00-20:00  Dinner in the restaurant

20:30-22:30  Live Concert in Centersal - MojoHands is playing

23:00-00:00  Presentation by JC Morrison in Centersal 1
Title: Existential Distortion
Saturday

8:30-9:30   Breakfast in the restaurant

10:00-11:00  Presentation by Bjørn Kolbrek in Centersal 2
              Title: Advanced topics in horn design

11:30-12:30  Shootout in Centersal 2 - First round

13:00-14:00  Lunch in the restaurant

14:30-15:30  Shootout in Centersal 2 - Final rounds

16:30-17:30  Presentation by Morgan Jones in Centersal 2
              Title: Amplifiers for high efficiency loudspeakers

17:45-18:15  Presentation by Frank Blöhbaum in Centersal 2
              Title: Frame grid tubes

19:00-20:00  Dinner in the restaurant

20:00-22:00  Auction in Centersal 2
              Please donate something - help fund next year's event!
From 7:30 **Breakfast to go** in the reception - Remember to order before lunch saturday

9:30-11:00 **Brunch** in the restaurant

12:00 **Checkout and payment of drinks** in the reception

- ETF leaves Denmark... CU next year at another great place!